ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT BY SUBJECT
SUBJECT
LANGUAGES
CLASSICS

ACTIVITY

WHO WILL BENEFIT?

Hieronymus Society

The ‘Classics Society’ which helps
pupils of all ages to enhance their
understanding of ancient Greece and
Rome. Pupils experience a ‘Classics
Banquet’, and have the chance to
experience a number of talks,
lectures and visits.

Modern Languages Society

For aspiring linguists of all ages. Pupils
take part in preparing a German
lunch for German Unity Day, a
Spanish Upper Sixth Form Dinner,
and experience the French Flying
Theatre during their time at
Downside.

Aelfric Society (Linguistics)

Pupils of all ages have the opportunity
to enter the Linguistics Olympiad
which is a competition based on
learning new languages.

Oolite Society

Academic
Society
for
all
Geographers. Pupils benefit from
discussing pertinent geographical
issues at an intellectual level.
Oolitic Limestone is the rock from
which most of Bath’s historic
buildings have been constructed.

Bede Society

The ‘History Society’. Pupils of al ages
benefit from discussing pertinent
historical issues at an intellectual
level. St. Bede was a monk, who lived
in the 7th and 8th centuries, and is
famous as an author and scholar, and
his most famous work is ‘The
Ecclesiastical History of the English
People’.
Pupils studying History of Art at A
Level are able to benefit from a
scholarly approach to the subject,
and to enrich their understanding of
art, sculpture and architecture from a
range of different time periods.

Trips include: Caerleon,
Cambridge Greek Play,
London

MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES
Trips include: Sixth Form
Lectures at Bristol
University, Paris trip

HUMANITIES
GEOGRAPHY
Trips include: Nettlecombe
Court, Waterside Valley,
Cabot Circus field trip,
Iceland.
HISTORY
Trips include: Battlefields
(France), Hampton Court

HISTORY OF ART
Trips include: Paris
galleries, London galleries.

History of Art Society
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PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology Society

Pupils studying Psychology at A Level
are able to benefit from a scholarly
approach to the subject, and to learn
about a range of psychological studies
and approaches.

Smith Society

Pupils
studying
Business
or
Economics at A Level are able to
benefit from a scholarly approach to
the subject. The Smith Society
provides ideal preparation for pupils
wishing to apply for Oxbridge
Economics, or for PPE at Oxford or
HSPS at Cambridge.

THEOLOGY
THEOLOGY

Anselmian Society

This is our ‘Theology Society’ and
provides ideal preparation for pupils
of all ages wishing to explore a range
of theological and philosophical ideas.
It is also ideal preparation for any
pupil wishing to apply for Theology,
Philosophy and/or Religion at Oxford
or Cambridge.

MUSIC
MUSIC

Terry Society

For aspiring musicians.

ENGLISH
ENGLISH

Sassoon Society

This is the main ‘English Society’, and
allows pupils of all ages to enrich
their understanding of English
Literature. Siegfried Sassoon was a
famous poet, most notably renowned
for his World War I poetry, who also
converted to Catholicism and spent
time at Downside Abbey.

Junior Literary Society

For pupils in First and Second Forms,
this society enables pupils to learn
about different genres and styles of
writing, and is the first step towards
developing a high level appreciation
of English Literature.

Creative Writing Society

This society supports aspiring writers
of all ages in making the first step
towards their first novel, poem or
play.

Trips include: Sciences vs
Pseudo-science lectures in
Bristol.
ECONOMICS &
BUSINESS STUDIES
Trips include: Yeo Valley
Farms, Welton Bibby and
Barron factory, New York
banks.

Trips include: Bath,
Stratford upon Avon,
London. Bath Children’s
Literature Festival.
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ART & DESIGN
ART & DESIGN

Sixth Form Reading Group

This society is led by Sixth Form
pupils and allows pupils to share ideas
and recommend reading in order to
furnish a wider understanding of
different works of literature through
the ages.

Hubert van Zeller Society

For aspiring artists, designers and
architects at all ages, this Society
supports our Art and design
Scholarship Programmes. Hubert Van
Zeller was a monk at Downside, who
is a famous writer and sculpture, and
particularly noted for his work on
human suffering from a Catholic
perspective.

Pascal Society

The ‘Mathematics Society’ which
helps pupils of all ages to learn about
the work of famous mathematicians
past and present. This society
provides ideal preparation for any
pupil considering an Oxbridge
application for Mathematics or
Computer Science. Pascal was a
French mathematician, who lived
1623-1662, who was also famous as a
physicist, inventor and theologian.

Wallingford Society

The ‘Science Society’ which provides
academic enrichment for scientists at
all ages. We have Science Week,
where younger pupils enjoy a variety
of activities including making rockets,
for example. In addition, older pupils
are bale to enter the prestigious
Biology, Chemistry and Physics
Olympiad competitions.

Astronomy Society

This is a society for any budding
‘Stephen Hawkings’!

Small Animals Club (pupilled)

In our Biology Department, we have
a selection of creepy crawlies, which
allows younger pupils to learn about
a variety of different species.

Trips include: Hauser
Wirth gallery, Bristol
Arnolfini and Oxford.

MATHEMATICS
MATHS

SCIENCES
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
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